Recommendations are grouped into the most relevant and priority points or conflicts, and they all seek to answer the following question:

“What do we have to take into account when defining necessary interventions in public areas?”

20 recommendations have been proposed:

01 Urban intervention must contribute to build a more resilient territory

02 Those involved must derive the maximum possible benefit from the action implemented

03 Each intervention must have multiple functions

04 Each intervention from the ground up

05 Introduce the gender perspective.

06 Crossing the line between cultural entities and socio-political entities

07 Using urban voids.

08 (Re-)activating resources, capturing and storing energy.

09 Do not forget about the neighbourhood’s past

10 Having a blast. If I can not dance, it’s not my transition

11 Do not do more, but rather take advantage of what is being done by others (or what has already been done)

12 Take to the streets, take groups and activities onto the streets (giving the visibility to women is extremely important)

13 Ensure the diversity of actions

14 All initiatives should include a “gradient of participation” (ability to take part based on the particular availability of residents)

15 Contribute to educating citizens as prosumer

16 Establish collaborative networks with other neighborhoods

17 The first strategy is to spread and generate relationships and awareness

18 Ensure interventions (in terms of content and objectives or in the manner of implementation) contribute to the personal development (beyond the direct recipients)

19 People as a measure neighborhood, by them and for them

20 Get used to the “strangeness”